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Follow-up to bestselling books Nickel Quilts and More Nickel Quilts. Dig out that fabric stash and
gather up your 5-inch squares, because The Nickel Lady is back with eleven more stunning and easyto-make designs. Scrappy quilt making at its best, Amazing Nickel Quilts has something for
everyone, beginners and advanced quilters alike. * Eleven brand new designs, each including
directions for three different sizes, all made with 5-inch squares. * Featuring a wide variety of fabric
selections that can easily be altered for personal preference. * Full color, easy-to-follow instructions
and charts.
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Gralmeena
This is a repeat purchase for me. I loved the first copy so much, made a couple of great quilts and

passed it along to my daughter. I was happy to purchase another one. The instructions are well
written and clear. The designs are marked with the degree of difficulty for each quilt pattern.
I have purchased other books in this series and have been happy with all of them.
Ahieones
Love the patterns and the author. Was able to take a class with Pat Speth and wanted to go home
and cut up all my material into 5" squares to make these amazing quilts.
Ranterl
This is one of my favorite quilt books to create new quilts. I also love to teach from thus book.
Everyone loves their finished quilt. I highly recomend it.You can cut your leftover fabrics into
5"sqs. and save for your next quilt.
Steel_Blade
Amazing Nickel Quilts is easy and useful when you want to use up all those 5 inch
charm packs and scraps you have. I am glad i bought the book.
Fecage
love all the quilts in this book
snowball
I made one of the quilts in this book and it really turned out nice. The patterns are interesting and
instructions clearly written.
Whiteflame
1. Small book with 11 patterns ranging from beginner to intermediate, using square, triangle and
rectangle shapes and includes four star patterns.
2. Nice glossy paper with good colour, very clear construction instructions and includes cutting
shortcuts. Excellent tables for fabric yardage and quilt sizes.
3. Great book for those who need to use up their scraps, but the patterns also lend themselves to
more formal colour arrangements.
4. I will happily make many of these quilts.
5. I would have been happier if the author had remained constant with 20 patterns (as in her 2nd
book) and a thicker paper cover.
3 1/2 stars.
This book doesn't live up to the other books by this author. Very few new or useful projects in this
one.
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